
Claims in relation to Section 4 

 

1. Master Roster  

 
Current provision to be maintained and extended to all Section 4 employees. 

 

2. Penalty Rates 

 
Remove the penalty rates non-cumulative clause. Penalty rates will now be cumulative. 

 

3. Line Information Controller (LIC) Operator Classification 
 

A new classification will be inserted into Schedule 4A of the Sydney Trains 

Agreement for LIC Operators to be paid at the rate of Signaller Grade 3. 

 

4. Signallers/Area Controllers 
 

a. Rostering Arrangements: 

i. Long and Short fortnights to be worked concurrently for Area 

Controllers. 

ii. Relief Signallers and Area Controllers to be put on standard 24x7 

rotating roster when not filling a line ensuring guaranteed access to 

weekend work 

 

b. The Agreement to include a translation process for Area Controllers and 

Signallers based on the process used for Blacktown Box in 2019-2020. 

 

5. Drivers 

The Agreement will include:  

a. Standalone Overtime rate paid “on the day” or Working on Book Off Day (WOBOD) 

payment. 

b. Retention of clause 132A in Sydney Trains EA and 128 in NSW Trains EA (Master 

Roster provisions). 

c. Additional 10 minutes at sign on for mobility device (NSW Trains & Sydney Trains). 

d. Incorporate Cab Allowance into hourly rate. 

e. Provision of Certificate IV qualification in Train Driving.  

f. Double time pay after 8 hours worked on a Saturday. 

g. Remove ability to roster split shifts. 

h. Shift sign-on times aligned to the “Hour” or “Half Hour”. 

i. Book-off days to  be  a minimum of 30 hours on Master  Roster. Book off days on 

the Period Roster will also be a minimum of 30 hours unless agreed to alter. 



j. Drivers qualified all sets, all sectors.  

k. “Healthy Options” meal allowance 

l. Alterations/Amended working (lift up, lay back, build up, extra kms) to paid against 

the schedule/diagram book in all instances. For additional diagrams (not in the 

diagram book), Alterations/Amended working to be paid against the working 

contained in the period roster. 

m. 30-minute Crib wholly between third and fifth hour, excluding walk time 

(Sydney/NSW Trains). 

n. “R U OK” Days – 6 days per year, additional to sick leave entitlement, for Drivers to 

access when affected by fatigue or personal circumstances. This is exclusive of 

rostering matters resulting in the allocation of Mandatory Rest/Days Off. 

o. Introduce a timeframe for transfers - place a timeframe within the Agreement where 

transfers must be completed within 3 months of employee receiving approval 

regardless of operational requirements. Inclusion of the Sydney Trains/NSW 

Trains/RTBU Transfer Consultative Forum to formally meet at a minimum of every 

three months to address all issues if transfer. 

p. Lift up, lay back payments to be paid for roster changes required to facilitate training. 

 

NSW trains specific 

 

a. Intercity Drivers and CountryLink to align to clause 117.7. 

b. Improve NSW Trains clause 119.5. 

c. Intercity cab allowance to cover diesel fleet. 

d. Lift up and Lay Back Provisions for Intercity Drivers aligning with Sydney Trains Lift 

up and lay back provisions and payments. 

e. Modernise the Stable Rostering Code, conclusion the original draft work 

commenced in 2010. 

f. Introduce a timeframe for Transfers. Place a timeframe within the EA where transfers 

must be completed within 3 months of employee receiving approval regardless of 

operational requirements. Inclusion of the Sydney Trains/NSW Trains/RTBU Transfer 

Consultative Forum to formally meet at a minimum of every three months to address 

all issues if transfer. 

g. NSW Trains Drivers to be qualified for all sets. 

 

6. Station Staff 
 

a. Establish a Stations Rostering and Working Arrangements Agreement – start 

from CityRail Rostering Guidelines and Instructions document. This 

agreement will be inserted into the Agreement at the earliest possible time. 

b. Insert travel time for relief Customer Service Attendants. 

c. Allow stations staff rostered rest times to get off their feet during a shift. 

d. Maintain Existing Garrisons and Control Rooms. Stations where Garrison or 

Control Rooms have been removed to be subject to review by the 

Independent Review Panel.  



e. Increase night shift allowance by 15%. 

f. Limit ability to view and access CCTV for performance and disciplinary 

purposes to reportable incidents. 

g. Ongoing release of a nominated delegate in circumstances where 2 or more 

consultative, staff review, disability assessment, disputes, or other projects 

are underway. 

h. Reduce reliance on part time employees with preference on usage of full-

time employees. 

i. Adjust conditions of part time CSAs to align with clause 10 of the Rail 

Industry Award 2020. 

j. Include all operational staff in the operation of the meal breaks clause. 

k. Training days and paid meetings will be counted for the purposes of 

overtime. 

l. Hours worked on days off to be paid at overtime rates for Station Staff. 

m. “Excess Shifts” for station staff will be paid at normal overtime rates. 

n. NSW Trains to have the same Transfer Register as Sydney Trains. 

 

7.  Guards and On-Board Staff 

The Agreement will include:  

a. Cab Allowance and Security Allowances to be paid on all shifts. 

b. Remove the ability to roster broken shifts. 

c. Book off days to be considered as “not to alter” unless overtime availability 

advised. 

d. Crib break to be increased to 30 minutes. 

e. Lift up and Lay back to be paid for shifts altered to accommodate training. This will 

include Guards, Guard Trainers and Principal Guards. 

f. Introduce a technology allowance to compensate for learning and 

maintaining new technology. 

g. Guards to be rostered onto a standby shift on the first shift back from 

extended leave and secondments. 

 

Sydney Trains 

 

h. Update Working On Book Off Day clause to include WOBOD payment agreed 

in clause 12 negotiations from 2014 Agreement Sydney Trains 

 

NSW Trains - Intercity 

 

i. Introduce a 30-minute paid crib break for InterCity Guards. 

j. Lift up and Lay back introduced (including before and after training days). 

k. Standby shifts to be limited to 8 hours. 

l. Introduce WOBOD payment. 

NSW Trains - On Board Staff  



m. On Board Staff to be considered part of train crew 

n. Develop rostering and working arrangements accordingly with full review of 

current procedures to parallel the GRAWA. 

o. Barracks detention payments will not be included in the 76 hours 

guaranteed payment. 

p. Employees who are rostered to work on a Saturday prior to annual leave will 

be allowed to work their full rostered job, i.e. Saturday to Barracks and then 

Sunday return home, rather than being placed on a Saturday standby. 

q. Master rosters to developed for relief staff including weekend patterns of 

work. 
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